
Chapter Eight
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SpvrRar vEARS ago I artended a dazzling exhibition of the sa-

cred art of Pompeii at the Dallas Museum of Art. The rooms in

the museum were crowded, and at one point I found myself
shoved up close behind a man and woman who were admiring the
beautiful objects closely and having animated discussions about
them. \7e came, the three of us, ro a small sculpture of the

Greco-Roman god Priapus. In traditional fashion, he was de-
picted as a short , fat, balding figure having an enormous phallus

that curved .rp over his head. It was taller than he was by half. The
woman laughed, not anxiously, I thought, but appreciatively

when she saw it, while her companion looked embarrassed and

ushered her quickly to the next piece, and our threesome was bro-
ken up.'

I remembered reading that in ancient times a starue of Priapus
was often placed in a garden, where sometimes it was used as a

scarecrow to keep the birds away. I wondered if this man had
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something in common with birds and felt the scarecrow power,
forcing him to move away. Maybe he was lofty in his thoughts and
tastes, while his companion was more comfortable with earthy
matters.

As we have seen, sex is a great mystery of life that resisrs our
many attempts to explain and control it. Along with money and
death, it represenrs one of the few elements left in life that vir-
tually pulsate with divinity, easily overwhelm our feelings and
thoughts, and somerimes lead to profound compulsions.

Emotional compulsion is often regarded negatively asafailure
of control or a sign of irrationality. \We might see it rarher as the
soul yearning for expression and trying to thrust itself into life.
Sexual compulsion may show us whereand towhat extenr wehave
neglected this particular need. Compulsion asks for a response
from us, but we might be careful lest we simply react to the felt
need. Some respond by advocating "free love," as though the best
way to deal with the compulsion were to give in to it literally. This
is the way of compensation, which doesn'r solve the problem but
only places us at the other end of it. The soulful way is to bring
imagination to sex, so that by fulfilling the need at a deep level,
the compulsion is brought to rerm.

\We may try to keep the power of sex at bay through many clever
maneuvers. Our moralism, for example, helps keep us clean of
the mess sex can make of an otherwise ordered life. Sex education
tries to teach us to avoid "venereal diseases"-1fts pathologies of
Venus-by placing sex under the strong, white, Apollonic light
of science. Yet in spite of all our efforts, sexual compulsion inter-
feres with marriages, draws people into strange liaisons, and con-
tinues to offend propriety, morality, and religion. Its dynamic is
too big to fit into the cages we make for it.

Sfe are in a difficult position in relation ro sex: we believe ir's
important to have a "healthy" sex life, at least within marriage,
and yet we also believe that the tendency of sex to spread easily
into unwanted arezm-pornography, homosexuality, extramari-
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tal affairs-is a sign of cultural decadence or moral and religious
breakdown. \7e wanr sex ro be robust, but not too robust.

The man and woman standing in front of priapus represenr
two common responses to sex: humor and anxiety. Sex is exceed-
ingly human-bodily, passionate, often satis$ringly improper.
Some theories of humor suggesr that sex often provides material
for humor precisely because ir liberates us from the burden of pro-
priety and the repression of passion. Sex also offers the rare gift of
deeply felt, unreasoned joy, and laughter can sometimes be the
expression of pure joy. on the other hand, perhaps because it is
difficult to contain and mold into stable forms, sex can also bring
with it considerable anxiety. Sometimes we laugh as a way of r'e-
assuring ourselves in the face of anxiety. It is the very potency of
sex that suggesrs it is one of the mosr significant springs of soul-
fulness in modern life.

The Holiness of Sex

/N 
uv school days I was given two messages about sex: one, that

r it is holy, and two, that it is usuallysinful. Myfathertriedhard
to give me a positive attitude about sex, and during a few of my
adolescent years talked ro me about it, with the best of motives
and with utmosr sensitivitr, on every possible occasion. yet, in
spite of his caring and enlightened efforts to counrer the teaching
I got at school, I still felt guilty about sexual feelings and fanta-
sies. This guilt didn't lessen the intensity of the erotic images
that insisted themselves in my imagination, but it robbed them
of some of their pleasure and made me uneasy in the presence of
anything remotely sexual. The religious reaching I received
painted sex as a holy part of crearion-anything created by God,
even sex, must be holy-but in all practical ways sex was pre-
sented as the absolute epitome of sin.

From my vanrage point now, it appears to me that this split-
ting of sex into holiness and evil did neither element justice. I
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could never feel the holiness in any other than an abstract theo-

logical approval of God's creation, and I also never truly appre-

ciated the dark, destructive capacities of sex except as a source of

personal guilt. If we can restore both the holiness and the real

darkness-for paradox is usually a sign of the presence of soul-

then we might be able more fully to enter the mystery that is sex,

and find in it agenuine route to intimacy, both with ourselves and

with others.

\flhat does it mean "to enter the mystery that is sex" ? It doesn't

mean compulsion, although carefully following the lead of our

compulsions could lead us to soulful sex. It doesn't mean with-

drawing from sex in fear. 'We might ask ourselves in what ways we

could respond more affirmatively to our own sexuality, to desire

and fantasy. \We could also look closely both at the obvious and at

the microscopic resistances we feel in relation to sex. The point is

not to become sexually liberated in a literal sense, but to recog-

nize that the soulful life mav be barricaded behind the walls of our

resistance.

Sex asks something of us. It can be the means through which

we allow the archetype of life to show itself, so that we live more

fully and manifest ourselves more transparently. This demand is

so central and powerful that our resistances to it are also strong-

our moralism, indirection, rationalization, and acting out. It

would help if we would stop thinking of sexas inthe slightest way

medical or biological. The whole sphere of sex-emotion, body,

fantasy, and relationship-falls within the domain of soul.

To broaden our imagination of the holiness of sex, I turn once

again to mythology. In Greek and Roman polytheism, interest-

ingly, each of the deities is sexual in a particular way, showing us

how sex is divine in as many ways as there are gods and goddesses.

I use this word diuine of sex as away of describing its unfathom-

able mystery and its absolutely profound place in the nature of
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things. A whole book could, and perhaps should, be written
about the mythologies of sex;here I will give just three examples
to suggest how such an approach can help us.

HERMES

The Greek god Hermes was known chiefly as the ''guide of souls ,''
but he was also a srrong sexual deity. A herm was originally a pile
of stones that rose up from the earth like nature's phallus, used by
travelers as a guidepost. From a Hermes point of view, sex offers
guidance toward soulfulness, especially toward thedeepplaces of
the soul where srrong emotions arise. For instance, we might look
closely ar shifts in our sexual fantasies for signals of what is going
on deep in the soul, as though these fantasies were herms showing
us the way. our usual rendency is ro judge rhese fantasies, or ro
move quickly into either repressing them or acting them our; we
don't think to take them as indications of movements in the soul.
Yet it's quite evident rhat the soul has its own sexual poetics. Our
sexual fantasies and curiosity, even our inhibitions and repres-
sions, have far-reaching resonance and many levels of meaning.
In sexual imagination rhe soul is alive and ferrile, not only in re-
lation to physical pleasure but as an expression of its own quick-
ening of life.

sexual dreams can also be seen as the work of Hermes. It's all
too tempting to take these dreams literally, assuming that last
night's dream of making love to my teacher means thar I musr be
attracted to her in waking life. But dreams can also take the ma-
terial of life and give it a context and dimension rhat place ir at rhe
very heart of our identity and at the core of our emotions. Each
sexual dream offers a glimpse of our deep narure and fate. This
particular dream could suggesr that my personal fate is ro be
drawn to teaching, that there is an erotic magnerism ar work be-
tween myself and education, or it could also allude to the learning
that goes on in sex. Sex is certainly a form of education, which is
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not the same aS "sex education." Thken Hermetically, sexual

dreams implicate all areas of life, while at the same time they hint

at the innumerable ways in which sex gives meaning to life.

Hermes was known as the god of communication and connec-

tions, so we could also explore these more commonly recognized

aspects of sex as well. Through sex we may be able to exPress feel-

ings more revealingly than in language. As desire and pleasure

take over in the rush of sexual feelings, we are unveiled in ways not

possible outside of sex. Our partner can see us with a transparency

uncluttered by ego and manipulation. In this way sex commu-

nicates who we are, in a seizure of imagination that is uniquely ex-

pressive and therefore powerfully Hermetic.
'When we look to sex for hints at the meaning of a relationship,

or as the expression of love, we are imagining sex Hermetically'

Modern studies that explore the sexuality of language are also

sniffing out the Presence of Hermes. Not only is sex a language of

sorts, language is also sexual. Poets know well that language is

both erotic and genital. 'Wallace Stevens says' "A poet looks at the

world somewhat aS a man looks at awoman."t In Lwe's Body,Nor-

man O. Brown describes the sexual nature of language: "The lit-

tle word'is' is the hallmark of Eros' even as, Freud said, the little

word'no' is the hallmark of Death. Every sentence is dialectics,

an act of love."'

Every aspect of life has its sexual dimension, and sex in the

strict sense gives rise to life's Poetics' whether intheformof art-

music, paintings, dance-or the intimacies of everyday life.

\When people say that they can express certain feelings and

thoughts only through physical sex, they are describing the Her-

metic capacity of sex to serve as intercourse in all senses of the

word. As such, sex can bring magic into a relationship, and an-

chor it in a way that no amount of talking or doing things to-

gether can. On the other hand, because sex touches such deep

places in the soul, sexual failure can be devastating'
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The image of Hermes suggests rhat connecrions can be made
between people in ways thar are nor reasonable and fully inten-
tional. Indeed, sex is one of the means Hermes uses to make these
magical relationships. The worst thing would be to replace
Hermes by "using" sex for communication or by intellectualiz-
ing it. The only thing required is to be open to Hermes in sex, and
let him do his work. \7e could develop an a*areness allowing us
to distinguish when we are manipulating and forcing, and when
we are letting ourselves be revealed and communicated. This pas-
sive form, "being communicated," is a pious way of letting the
god have his way with us. The best way is not to reveal ourselves,
but to be revealed.

\We might wanr to keep in mind as well that Hermes, noble
guide of souls, was also a thief, alia4a cheat, and a lusty philan-
derer. The magical power of sex to link hearts has a shadow side
which we overlook at our own peril. We may be drawn sexually to
people who in every other respecr do not make good partners. The
Hermes element in sex also leads ro very dark experiences. I knew
a quite innocent man who found sexual fulfillment only by having
sex in dangerous criminal communities and settings. I've worked
with several women of little experience in the world who have de-
scribed an allure they felt toward men who were violent or were
involved with crime. If we see rhis magnetism as a draw roward
Hermes, we might be able ro evoke him in his tricksrer aspect
without exposing ourselves ro the danger of his literal under-
world stand-ins.

On the other hand, there is no way to enter soulful sexuality
without being soiled by its Hermetic shadow. As we answer the
call of the sexual spirits, we will likely find ourselves in one mess
or other, but this fall into sexual darkness may not be a literal
fault. It may simply signal that we are gerting close ro rhe soul,
which in its Hermetic sexual expression is never fully clean or
bright.
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APH RODITE

Aphrodite is an obvious goddess of sex, especially of its alluring

and seductive elements. Ve have already noted her important

role in love. One of the Homeric hymns in her honor says, "That

seductive face of hers is always smiling, always carrying its se-

ductive flower." The hymn honors this important dimension of

sex and the sexual nature of life itself. Aphrodite was known not

only as the goddess of human love and beauty, but of the seduc-

tiveness and attractiveness of the world. \ilfhen we are seduced to

smell a flower or to watch a sunset, we have given in to the charms

of this beguiling figure, and at such times we might reflect on the

relationship between our own personal sexuality and sex in a

much greater sense.
tU7hen our sexual thoughts excite us toward new liaisons and

new experiences, we may consider honoring these thoughts not

by establishing new interpersonal relationships, but by being in

life more sexually. A person can live erotically every minute of the

day by valuing deep pleasures, beauty, body, adornment, deco-

ration, texture, and color-all things we too often consider sec-

ondary or even frivolous. But to an Aphroditic sensibility, they

are of primary importance and deserve our sincere attention.

If it seems impossible to imagine seduction as a holy thing, try

to imagine a world without it: without the lure of travel and ex-

ploration, without the beguiling beauty that entices us to look at

photographs of enchanting places, without a desire for a rich ex-

perience of this life. Teachers know the importance of presenting

ideas in such away that they are seductive. Advertising geniuses

obviously know the particulars of an Aphroditic world well. All

of this is Aphrodite's sexual domain.

By seeing the cosmic aspects of Aphrodite, whom the ancients

also called Ourania, or sky goddess, we might break through

some of the compartmentalization that attaches to our personal

experiences of sex. She divinizes the mirror-vanity, and the

pleasure to be found in cosmetics and fashion, ornament, and
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jewelry. Of course many people have no trouble indulging vanity
and fashion, but as a society we lack afull appreciation, especially
in a public way, of these Aphroditic virtues. It isn't easy to find
traces of Aphrodite in our modeln 6l1is5-in our civic buildings
or in the language of politics. Yet if we are nor sexual in all of life,
how can we expect sexual fulfillment in our relationships? We
might also go a long way toward an ecological consciousness
through a greaterappreciation of rhe Aphrodite myth: we might
take better care of the natural world if we could see her spirit in
our hills and countryside. In a phrase that could serve as an in-
spiring m ntra, Ficino said rhat it's terribly important ro feel the
"breath of Venus" in the world, for she is one of the primary
sources of graciousness in this life.

A dose of vanity is a blessing from this goddess. It can motivate
people to take care of themselves, ro present themselves to the
world attractively, and to become people of visibility and effec-
tiveness. Vanity can feed fashion in a soulful way and motivare us
to bring beauty and care to our homes and our persons. Ob-
viously, when vanity is a symptom rather than a character trait it
can render life literally shallow and superficial, but in that case
the problem is not with vanity itself. Besides, excessive modesty
can be just as narcissistic and equally unattractive.

Another easily overlooked virtue of the Aphroditic life is at-
tention to adornment and decoration. As a people we have losr
this simple aesthetic sensibility that many societies rake for
granted. Old machines and furniture are alive with decoration,
while it is the very hallmark of late-twentieth-cenrury life to use
machines, utensils, and appliances that are sleek, gray, and
decoration-free.

On a recent trip to Rome I had an opportunity to attend apre-
sentazione, a public celebration of a poer who had just published a
small volume of poetry. After a reading of the poems, three sub-
stantive minilectures by two professors, and some good wine and
cheese, we examined the lovely old printing press on which the
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poems had been printed. It was made of imposing cast iron, was

a hand-operated machine, and was alive with decorations and an-

imal motifs. The paper on which the poems were printed was also

exceptional, thick and textured, so from the words of the poet to

the physical ob ject to the way it was publicly presented, the entire

event demonstrated the possibilities of an Aphroditic approach

to poetry.

Imagine computer terminals multicolored and supported on

little animal feet. If that imageis difficult to conjure up, then you

know how far removed our boxlike machines are from the ani-

mated, sensual, image-filled mechanical paraphernalia of the

past. 'When Aphrodite is evoked in such everyday objects and ac-

tivities, life is given soul. Too often we think that the psyche is

nourished only by means of mental analysis and personal behav-

ioral changes, but asJung said, soul is more outside than inside.
\U7e can care for the soul by eroticizing our lives and sexualizing

our environment-invoking a blessing from the goddess who has

always been both a scandal and agrace.

ARTEMIS

Another goddess, quite different from Aphrodite in that she is

sometimes considered asexual, is Artemis, in Rome known as

Diana. Although Artemis is a virgin goddess, she also represents

a sometimes overlooked dimension of sexualiry. '$7'e have already

seen the story of one of her "daughters," Daphne, being chased

by Apollo, who is filled with desire for her. There are other stories

as well of Artemis figures who are obviously sexually attractive

and have to run away from their pursuers: Britomartis flees from

the advances of King Minos, Atalanta runs a race hoping to

achieve freedom from sexual entanglements. There must be

something terribly alluring in these virgin goddesses to inspire

such lust.
\We might think of these virgin figures of myth as evoking our

own modest, inexperienced, and innocent spirit, as well as the in-
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t cgrity of nature. The goal of some pursuers may be to spoil that

r nnocence, while others may wish to claim it as a life companion,
to learn from it and be affected by it. Many people seek out parr-

ncrs whose innocence is their most beguiling charm. Others

r'hoose to live as near as possible to nature, assuming that nature's

purity will maintain their own. Some people even like to make

their sexual relationship virginal in some fashion. They may ap-

preciate personal privacy and restraint in lovemaking, or they en-
joy the eroticism that comes from sexual abstinence.

Chastity has a place in a sexual relationship. But we literalize

the soul's virginiry when we polarize chastity and sex as two op-

posing ways of life, and not as two dimensions in a relationship.
I would think that even so small a thing as the statement "I don't

feel like it right now" may be a visitation from Artemis and may

serve a sexual relationship in its own way. Reserve, withdrawal,

and withholding are part of the dance of sex. If they are seen only

as a failure of sex or as an aberration, then the sexual relationship,

perceiving Artemis as a threat, could suffer.

Artemis, the tall goddess, could often be found in the moun-

tains. She has a high and exalted air, as do the Artemis elements

in life, such as meditation, solitude, moral conviction, spiritual

practice, and purity of life-style. \U(e may glimpse this spiritual

side of Artemis in our church spires. Near my house in New En-

gland a "peace pagoda" rests Artemislike on the top of a hill, sur-

rounded by trees and accessible only by a lane into the woods.
During my years of university teaching I found that academic

life had many Artemis qualities. The "ivory tower" of academe,

like the goddess, prefers to look at life from a distance and to set a

border around its campus, separating itself from the vulgarity of

the world . A campus is a field or pastur typical Arremis set-

ting. I was even once advised by an administrator not to get too

involved in interdisciplinary studies because it was important to

preserve the integrity of the traditional departments; apparently
the commingling of disciplines looked promiscuous. And cer-
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tainly any sign of intercourse between ordinary or personal life

and pure study was met with the same "moral" dismay as any sex-

ual misdeed.

Just because Artemis is pure doesn't mean she isn't sexual.

Priests, nuns, rabbis, ministers, nurses, teachers-all people

who engage in noble, spiritual professions-can be attractive to

others precisely because of their purity. Sexual fantasy rises of its

own accord in the presence of purity: not in compensation, but

inspired by the special eroticism associated with Artemis.
tUfle might reflect on some sexual difficulties as the symptom-

atology of Artemis. Sexual coldness and distance of a destructive

kind could indicate a failure to respect Artemis necessities. If our

sexual lives do not allow a suflficient degree of integrity, individ-

uality, and self-containment, Artemis will complain, and she

often complains with considerable ferocity. If our sexuality is a

subtle mixture of desire and withholding, intimacy and dis-

tance, or surrender and self-possession, these paradoxical quali-

ties may signal the soulful presence of Artemis spirits, which

complicate sexuality in the most productive manner by height-

ening erotic tension.

In this way the cultivation of purity in life can enrich one's sex-

uality. It may not be mere prudishness or resistance to sex if a per-

son is offended by off-color jokes or sexy magazines. Artemis re-

treats in the presence of casual sexuality, and yet she has a great

deal of sexual pleasure to offer. Her remeat from life could be seen,

too, as away of drawing sex away from its literal expressions and

into the realms ef 26-the Daphne them into natural

beauty. In her the more subtle forms of sexual pleasure find a

home.

Imagination in Sexual Failure

lo 
cET to the soul of sex we have to take it as it is, to accept

I its power both to attract and to disturb, and temper the var-

ious means we employ to protect ourselves from it. I'm not saying
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rr'c need to act out any and all sexual fantasies that present them-
st'lves. Far from it: such acting out is also a way of avoiding soul.
'l'he person who knows only the compulsions of sex has never ex-
I'crienced its soul.

what if we expanded our hearts wide enough to contain rhe
rnirny emotions that form an aureole around sex? $fhat if we em-
lrraced its anxiety alongwirh its pleasure? I suspect that the anx-
rcry around sex is of rhe same order as the apprehension we feel in
r hc presence of anything that still has the breath of God in it, that
lras not been flattened out with conscious intentions and expla-
rrarions. Fortunately, sex resists our srrenuous efforts to bridle it
,rnd stuff it into acceptable forms. Not to run away from our anx-.
rcty about it may be a way of feeling the full presence of its mys-
r cry.

In ancient Rome people believed that priapus, rhe god of sex-
rral vigor and vitality, was also the god who visited in impotence.
'l'hese two sides ef 5sv-vitality and impoggn6s-have equal le-
girimacy and importance, and both are divinely sanctioned. If we
t ry ro achieve one by defending ourselves against the other, we
will never know the fullness of sexual pleasure. Not only the at-
rractions and withholdings, but also the failures of sex can be
given their place, if we are ro draw close enough ro sex so that it
f c'cds the soul.

In our culture we automatically judge each and every failure
ncgatively, and then we go to extreme lengths to find an imme-
,liate remedy. A.y sex therapy that rushes ro cure without listen-
ing to and honoring failure-dysfunction-plays into our un-
t r>nscious values of nonstop success, performance, and good
Itrnctioning. From the viewpoint of soul, failure to function is
rneaningful, worthy of our intense interest and study. Soul speaks
r hrough the chink created by dysfunction, correcrs our Hercu-
lcan willfulness, and occasions nourishing reflection. If every-
r hing were going well, there would be no need ro stop and reflect
on what we're doing.

From the soul point of view, sex can be even more revealing in
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times of dysfunction and mess than in moments of well-being'

\(/e become desperate to examine our sexual lives, to consider past

experiences and Present attitudes, to wonder about what is hap-

pening. This is all food for the soul. Sexual dificulty may also ask

that we stretch the imagination to consider changes the soul is

asking of us. til(/e may need a different sexual philosophy, new at-

tirudes toward men and women' or to consider whether we're liv-

ing out power problems in a relationship through sex. The pos-

sibilities are infinite.

The anxiety, guilt, confusion, remorse, and apprehension we

may feel about sex can be seen as parr of sexual life rather than as

literal failure of it. This more profound reading of the Priapus

paradox suggests that one gift of sex is a dissolution of the com-

placency, egotisrn, and heroics that can rigidify all of life, not just

sexual experiences. Sex may then become a way to soul, rather

than a confirmation of the status quo.

Sex is involved in every relationship and in every aspect of are-

lationship. \when I am working in therapy with a couple having

sexual difficulties, I do nor auromatically focus on the mechanics

of sex or on obvious sexual issues, even if the couple insists that

their problem is physical. Rather, I try to see what the soul is pre-

senting in life in general, in the understanding that sex is always

related to other asPects of life.

A man complained to me that he and his wife had lost inter-

est in sex. I noticed that he kept blaming his wife for their prob-

lem. "She was brought up in a puritanical home. She's too up-

tight. She's too wrapped up in being a mother." He never ran out

of reasons why his wife was the culprit in their sexual "dysfunc-

t ion."

This kind of blaming may be a sign of avoidance of something

within oneself. I asked this man about his own feelings and es-

pecially his dream life. The dreams he was having had no specific

sexual themes in them, but they did reveal a significant conflict.

In one dream he was getting dressed for a formal dinner when his
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lr r r lc boy ran by him, smearing chocolate ice cream on his jacket.

l'lrc father, suddenly very upset, was concerned not to let anyone
rct' this blotch on his coat.

I was interested in the dreamer's worry about having an image

'l cleanliness and formaliry that was spoiled by the child. The
,frcam showed an interesting pattern-concern for image, a
, hildlike smearing of that image, and anxiety about being seen in
,r rnessy condition. \We talked at some length about a division
within the man: wanting to appear adult and proper and yet feel-

u)g some childish undoing from within himself.

I was not surprised just two weeks after this conversation to

lrcar that things had changed in his sexual relations with his wife.

At least for the moment, they had taken a strong turn for the bet-
r cr. To the surprise of some people, a sexual difficulty can improve

without any new understanding of the nature of the problem-

simply touching, bringing to light, or stirring up the part of the
soul that is involved can be enough.

Something in this man needed to be smeared by thechild's own

lixrd, ice cream. Sex asks that we live joyously outside the perim-

crers of adult containment. \fe may feel soiled by the mess of this

tundisciplined world, which is sometimes that of the child, and

yct it is healing. Ficino went so far as to say that all healing re-

t;uires a movement into soul, which will be felt as outside the fa-

rniliar structures of serious life.

If we define sex too narrowly, we may never reach the deeper

rrnd wider sources of sexual difficulty. A man and wife are in a sex-

tral relationship all day long, every day: what happens in bed can-

rrot be separated from what happens in life. It's no accident that

r lre word intercourse means both physical lovemaking and inti-

tnate conversation.

The marriage bed is truly an akar on which many gods and

gtddesses are given reverence and ritual. Not all sex is Aphrodite,

irnd even if her spirit is dominant, the rest of life is still pro-

lirundly affected by the devotion shown her in her special rituals
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of the bed. Conversely, because sex is not just about the physical

expression of love, but is an aspect of one's entire life, lovemaking

can be affected for better or worse by other issues.

Sex, Aggrusion, and Eros

NoTHER \vAy to describe the emotional range of sex myth-

ologically is to take note of the pairings we find in the

stories. Venus has a special relationship to Mars, for instance,

which is depicted intriguingly in Botticelli's famous painting of

Mars and Venus. Edgar \7ind, in his profound study of Renais-

sance imagety, Pagan Mysteriu in the Renaissance, traces the liter-

ary history of this tandem, the idea being that life is made up of

the contraries beauty and discord. Marsian strife is softened, put

to sleep in Botticelli's version, by the sweet but powerful spells of

Venus. The seductress proves stronger than the soldier.

Modern psycholo gical literature discusses this particular as-

sociation in different language and tone, noting the importance

for good sexual functioning of an aggressive spirit. There is no

need, of course, to use the language of mythology. When a per-

son complains to me about sexual problems, I may not think im-

mediately of Botticelli, but I look for his or her particular tan-

dems to sex. SThat are this person's fantasies in relation to sex, to

relationship, power, self-expression, and so on, I wonder. In the

case of the dreamer I just discussed, apparently the figure of the

"smearing child" was important in his soul, and therefore in his

sex life. Discussing sex, Patricia Berry says that married people

usually lose the polymorphous quality of childhood sexuality,

and therefore suffer from an excessively adult notion of sex. My ice

cream man apparently needed a sweet, sticky, soiling brush with

the child in order to recover his sexual capacities. His sexual feel-

ings needed to be "contaminated" by childhood.

Another fascinating mythological partner to Venus is the god
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l:ros. In the ancient tale of Eros and Psyche, Eros is depicted as

Aphrodite's son, although the story lingers on a long passionate

lirss between them, suggesting that they are lovers too. It may
iccm redundant to say that an erotic life has something to do with
rcx, but it is still helpful to explore just how profound and far-
rcaching the implications of that connection can be.

Eros means "desire" and "longing." Most of us live our lives
rnotivated by obligation rather than by desire and longing.
( )ften, when a person comes to me complaining about some dif-
f rculty, I ask not "What is wrong?" but "\Dfhere is your desire?" I
want to know about the condition of eros in this life, because the
soul is affected much more by our treatment of eros than it is by
rhe failure to do everything properly.

ln Eros the Bittersuteet, Anne Carson's thoughtful, precise ex-

ploration of eros based on classical texts in counterpoint with

modern literature and philosophy, she summarizes her discussion

of erotic longing with the conundrum, 'All human desire is

poised on an axis of paradox, absence and presence its poles, love
irnd hate its motive energies. "n Eros is a mystery because it is never
f ully satisfied, and yet it is always finding satisfactions; it seems

to be identical with love, and yet it has an essential relationship

with hate. If we identifu desire only in relation to what we want,

then we overlook the fact that when we struggle amid feelings of
hatred, there may also be an erotic element involved.

In his excellent book on Dionysus, Karl Ker6nyi, the historian

of Greek religion, brings up another paradox: eros is the affir-

mation of life, and yet it has a close relation to death. Kerdnyi de-
scribes eros as a "guide of souls,"t and in particular a guide of the
soul to death. James Hillman long ago pointed out that this death

does not have to be taken literally, but rather as the movement out
of life as we literally live it and understand it, into a deeper per-

spective where the eternal issues of the soul are involved. In other

words, eros leads us further into soulfulness, or in Hillman's lan-
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guage, "I discover that uberam eros goes, something psycholog-
ical is happening, and thar wherever psyche lives, eros will inev-
itably constellate."o

In classical aft, Eros has wings. He flies as. the spirit flies, and
he touches us a$ the spirit does. He may take us to places quite ex-
traordinary. Any of us may be seized by a desire that is impossible
to resist and yet moves in a direction that makes no sense or even
counters our established values and ideals. But whenever life be-
comes erotic, the soul is involved.

\When we feel stuck in life or in a relationship, we might look
closely at rhe place of desire in our lives, even those places where
it seems neurotic. Do I find myself fantas izinga trip abroad? Do
myfantasies move in thedirectionof anonyrnous sex? Amlpreoc-
cupied with food or alcohol or some other drug? Am I reading
compulsively? These are all signs of desire, and they can be read
perceptively in order to find both where the soul is settling and
where it is hiding.

Another way to include desire in our care for the soul is to allow
it to have a principal place in the shaping of life. It is importanr
not to overlook longings or dismiss them for practical reasons,
and not to rely exclusively in our decision-making on rezrson or
comrnon sense, thereby excluding the rnore mysterious turns of
eros. An erotic life is not ar all the sarne as a rational one. Living
erotically, we understand thar desires are cenrral to the soul's un-
folding and should not be disrnissed before giving them careful
attention.

Kerdnyi offers an inreresting image for the way in which Eros
s€fves as a soul guide. He mentions a vase in the Naples museum
on which is painted a puzzling scene. A winged young man
throws a colorful embroidered ball to a hesitanr woman. On the
vase is an inscription: THEy HAvE THRo\rN ME THE gatr. Ke-
r6nyi interprets this as an invitarion to the world of the dead. Eros
is the messenger, the go-between. In Hillman's reading of this
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general theme, the woman is being enticed into soul through

cros.

A woman once told me a dream in which a child tossed out a

bright-colored ball that wzrs covered with painted stars and other

celestial bodies. The ball bounced along, leading the dreamer

first to a house in which there lived an old, dominating woman,

then to another house that was ernpty. The dreamer felt that she

was supposed to enter this second house, but hesitated because

she didn't want to trespass. Finally, as the dream ended, she went

in.

There is a great mystery in this drearn, made all the more in-

reresting by the classical images Kerdnyi gives us. The bouncing

ball, he tells us, can be an image for the seductions of eros. The

dreamer's ball is also clearly cosmic-a sphere covered with

stars-and in the eaily Greek Orphic religion, Eros himself was

honored as a creator of the world, a demiurge.

Like a bouncing ball, there is often something playful about

erotic experience. Invitations into deeper soulfulness often come

ro us in light, almost insignificant forms. This is an insight worth

pondering: we are led profoundly into our soulfulness through

the playful turns of life, and not necessarily or only in weighty

matters. Heraclitus says, "Time is a child moving counters in a

board game." How different this is from the fantasy that life is

governed by a stern, weighty old man ! In fact, Eros is usually pic-

tured as an unruly adolescent, a young man wildly dashing from

place to place, or as a child, always unpredictable and uncivilized.

I suspected that the woman's dream was extremely fateful,

even though, or maybe becausen it appeared so slight. In an essay

on fairy talesJung mentions the "pathfinding ball" that, serving

as a magical talisman, sets the soul in motion. Joseph Campbell

commented often on the tale of the Frog Prince, which begins

with a little girl losing a ball that bounces into a pond. Campbell

sees this slight occurrence zrs an example of a mythic "call to ad-
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venture." "The adventure may begin," he writes, "as a mere
blunder, as did that of the princess of the fairy tale; or still again,
one may be only casually strolling, when some passing phenom-
enon catches the wandering eye and lures one away from the fre-
quented paths. "' Again, one finds seduction an important theme
in the soul's progress.

To live an erotic life is to follow the bouncing ball, to allow one-
self to be distracted and enticed by something playful and child-
like, or, to be more precise, by life itself in its playful mode. Our
habitual seriousness can prevenr us from seeing, and certainly ap-
preciating, the eroric lures that come our way every day. Our
medically minded seriousness about sex can also prevent us from
glimpsing the cure of our sexual maladies and oppoftunities for
expanding our sexuality. \We may take it all roo seriously, with too
much adult knowledge and sophistication. Sex can somerimes be
an invitation to the soul to come out and play.

Sex and Morality

C 
u* AND ERos are very closely allied, so that if the desire for

u) abetter sex life comes upon us, we might consider living more
erotically ingeneral. Of course, manypeoplewould find thissug-
gestion objectionable, because we were brought up ro believe that
desire by its very nature is suspect and dangerous. Ir's better, we
were told, to do what is right than to have what we want.

Although putting moral fences around sex is understandable,
given its power and the strength of its shadow, the soulful aspect
of sex can be deeply wounded by the wrong kind of moral sensi-
tivity. If we place sex and morality in opposition to each other,
then our morality will be defensive in narure, protecting us from
the powerful lures of sex. But defensive morality is not the gen-
uine 2fti6lg-it's self-protective and narcissistic, shallow and
stagnant. \We need a deep-seated, imaginative, consrantly deep-
ening moral sensitivity;defensive moralism not only thwarts the
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soul's thirst for pleasure, it also precludes a truly guiding moral-
rty founded in wisdom. \What if we didn't oppose sex and moral-
ity so stringently? \7hat if we thought that the more sexual we are
irnd the more erotically we live, thernore moral our lives would be?

Let me give an example of what I'm talking about. A woman I
worked with in therapy had been married for fifteen years ro a man
she truly loved. But she also loved another man. Ler's call him
'fimothy. Early in her maniage she had had an affair with Timo-
thy. She loved being with Timothy, but she also felt guilty about
it. She had three children, and she couldn't stand the thoughr of
betraying her husband and her family just so that she could self-
ishly have moments here and there of real sexual fulfillment. So
she ended the affair.

A few years later, however, she realized that her marriage felt
wooden and in decay. She had set aside her strong desire for Tim-
othy with the idea that her marriagewould be better for it, but in
fact her marriage continued to get worse. She didn'r wanr ro ger a
divorce, she didn't want to live an empry marriage, and she didn't
want to give in to her desire for Timothy. Understandably, she
f-elt there was no way to resolve her situation.

Eventually, her desire won out and she started up the affair once
again. She knew her heart craved the comforts of her relationship
with Timothy, /et she still didn't want to leave her family for
him. She loved her family and didn't wanr to lose it. This rime,
however, she talked to her husband openly about her feelings, and
even though he tried every way he could to make her feel bad
about what she was doing, in order to pressure her ro stop and give
him emotional relief, she remained in the complexity of her emo-
tions. She knew from past experience that if she resigned herself
once again to giving up her desire in favor of an emotionally and
sexually empty marriage, she'd " go crazy," as she put it.

Both she and her husband were forced ro look closely at their
marriage and at themselves as individuals. As long as they tried
to find a moral solution or an intellectual answer, they gor no-
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where. But when they began to talk without pressing for asolu-
tion, something happened rhat shocked them. They began ro en-
joy making love with each other more than in all the years of their
married life.

This time rhe affair ended without resenrmenr or regret. Of
course, the woman had srrong feelings of loss and some concern
about how lasting the change in her marriage would be, but she
also felt peace about her decision. Something srrong and loyal in
her wanted to preserve the marriage. Her husband, for his parr,
discovered some of the ways in which he had been keeping inti-
macy out of their relationship. Over a long period of time, he
gradually stopped blaming his wife for all their troubles. He
could even glimpse, though nor really accepr, the idea that the
woodenness of the marriage drove his wife outside of it. Mean-
while, by refusing ro compromise her deep need for erotic inti-
macy, the wife not only stayed faithful to herown soul bur helped
return soul to the marriage.

The currents of eros make their own claims. This woman
didn't simply turn blindly ro a new passing flirtation. She lived
for along while in the painful complexities of conscience and in
the entanglements of her desires. Out of that cauldron she found
a new way of being married, and although neither she nor her
husband could explain all that had happened, they felt agenuine
renewal of their love.

I don't mean to suggest that because the outcome wzrs an inten-
sification of marriage, the siruation was therefore moral. Had she
decided to go with Timothy, she still would have preserved her
moral sensibility. \7hat was cenrral was her faithfulness ro the
competing demands of her soul. Many times during the process
both she and her husband would have loved to find a solution, but
they both knew the importance of remaining in the confusion un-
til it revealed aw^y. This attitude represenrs a morality close ro
the soul, deeply embedded in life, fate, and emotion.

Soulful morality is almost always subtle, complicated, para-
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.hrrrt ll, individual, and gradual in its unfolding. It takes a long
I rnrc In some areas to discover what is right and wrong, how one
rh,,rrld live one's life, and which values take priority over others.

I lrosc who live by moralism, as opposed to soulful morality, be-
lrrvc rhey know all the answers. They can make quick judgments

rl x rtr r the affairs of others. Even intelligent, sophisticated people

wlxr don't consider themselves moralistic often become drawn
rrro rnoralism in areas where they are emotionally vulnerable.

Moral reflection that respects the unexpected movements of
rr()s can foster intimacy and sexual fulfillment. But moral posi-

r r.,ns rhat are chronically suspicious of eros actually breed sexual

.( r rrU{ out, by repressing its impoftant role in thedynamicsof the
r,,rrl. They create the very moral confusion they are trying to
(  r  )untef .

When moral sensitivity and respect for eros merge, the two are

r, close the result might be called "erotic morality." This is a

trrrcly tuned ethical sense that recognizes the fact that soul is fre-
,prently set in movement by desires that may be initially confus-

rng, but later may prove to be all-important in shaping life for

r hc better. This kind of morality is life-affirming rather than

I'nrhibiting, and respectful of eros rather than suspicious. It

I rusts desire, and therefore, paradoxically, it doesn't breed com-

l t t r ls ion.
From the erotic point of view, especially if we see eros as a

"guide of the soul," our culture's fear of sex and our anxious con-

r rols on sex are at bomom due to a mistrust of the soul. Soul is a

flcnerator of life, spilling imagination into a world that tries to

kccp itself stable and secure. Sex is always making new connec-

r rons, filling fantasy with new possibilities for intimacy, unfa-

rniliar and exciting emotions and sensations, and new ways of ex-

1x'riencing life. Our literalistic attitudes and our reductionistic,

narrow readings of sex try to bridle it, attempting to halt its

r hreat to the status quo by squelching it at the physical level.

This narrow view of sex can also turn marriage into an uninter-
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esting arrangement, giving rhe illusion that being married car-
ries with it the demand ro repress the exogamous tendency of sex
toward further connections. With a soulful, erotic approach ro
sex, marriage can be a perfect setting in which all aspects of sex
come into play. A person can be chaste, lewd, Dionysian, child-
like, maternal, Priapic, experimental, Daphnic, and even phi-
landering (erotically loving many people) without acting out
these wonderfully life-creating ways among actual people. It
takes a robust imagination to invite eros into marriage, and it
takes a poetic response ro our own sexuality ro make it soulful.

Morality can be a powerful force in living a soulful life, and it
can help us sustain our loyalties and fidelities in relationship, pro-
vided it does nor acr as the enemy of desire and pleasure. As apro-
moter of eros, a srrong moral sensirivity helps cultivate eros as a
humane dimension of everyday life, and not as rhe destroyer of
culture. Eros invigorates the forms by which we live, and in rurn
it takes on effective human shape and dimension. Morality might
be defined in these rerms as the imagination for channeling eros
into workable human forms. Above all, it is a positive force, not
a negative one.

Porno grap hy and Relat ions h ip

/N 
otscussroNs I have led on the theme of soul and inrimacy,

I participanrs have frequently brought up the topic of pornog-
raphy as a problem in their relationships. obviously, it is an im-
portant issue, especially considering the role of the imagination
in erotic life.'

It sometimes happens that one person in a relationship shows
an interest in pornography, while the other is offended or at least
disturbed by it. A person might think that if her husband is rurn-
ing to pornography for sexual stimulation, rhere musr be some-
thing lacking in her. A woman tells me, "I wish my husband
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would find whatever he is looking for in sex in our relationship,
rrot in a magazine or a video." A man says, "I guess I'm not what
rrry wife is looking for in a man. She's interested in other men's
lxrdies."

It's difficult to sort out issues surrounding pornography be-
t iruS€ in our culture response ro pornography often divides into
r wo extremes-compulsion and moral indignation. This split
\uggests that for us pornography is aproblem, rather than an ele-
nrcnt integrated into everyday life. \7hen we resp ond to anything
with compulsion and moralism, we can assume that we haven't
yct found the soul in it. lWe have yer ro imagine it deeply enough
ro be free of either its compulsive lure or its frightening or repul-
sive aspect. In the case of pornography, we could look closely at
our own repulsions and fascinations and ask with sincerity,
"What is this thing doing in life?"

The fact that dreams are often sexually explicit suggesrs that
the soul itself takes pleasure in pornographic images, that por-
nography is not just a personal problem, and that it may serve
some significant purpose. Dreams are nor fabrications of a neu-
rotic mind; in fact, they seem so deep in ourown natures, so prim-
itive, that they show more directly than anything else, if some-
rimes obscurely, what the soul is made of. Jung once said in a
lccture that dreams refect certain tendencies "whose meaning
cmbraces our whole life, or those which are momentarily of most
importance. " He went on to add a qualification that is imporrant,
cspecially in relation to pornographic dreams: "The dream pre-
sents an objective statement of these tendencies, a statement un-
concerned with our conscious wishes and beliefs."n

Extremely fastidious people, proper in every outward respecr,
have told me dreams that are filled with sexual experimentation,
impersonal or improper liaisons, and graphic lascivious situa-
tions, all often accompanied by almost prerernarural degrees of
pleasure. If we follow the idea that dreams indicate movemenrs or
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conditions of the soul, then we rrrighr ask what it is thar interests
the soul in pornographic images. \fhat is the point of the por-
nographic imagination?

Dreams are an art form created by the soul for our own edifica-
tion. 'We must read them poetically, as we would any kind of art.
\$fhen aperson dreams, as many people often do, that a tornado is
approaching, he doesn't necessarily have to build a srorm shelter
in response. Ir's fairly easy ro see that this tornado may be an im-
age of some threatening "weatfiss"-s6otional, fateful, rela-
tional*that could cause havoc. In the sarne woy, a sexual dream
doesn't have ro be seen only in relation ro physical sex. More
broadly, it may present us with specific images of desire, sttroc-
tion, pleasure, connection, self-expression, or a whole range of
other possibilities.

Vhen we ourselves or someone close ro us suddenly becomes
fascinated with pornography, we might keep an open rnind, and
keep that mind poetic, in order ro "read" whar is going on. A per-
son who has repressed his own desires and lived mainly from ob-
ligation might well spend his nights in rich sexual exrravagance.
I don't wanr ro suggest that dreams are always a compensation or
are opposite the stance we take in life, for the soul may also be tak-
ing a turn, becoming interested in another direcrion in life,
which might be embodied in sexual fascination.

An interest inpornography-books, movies, music, s[ey5-
clearlyshows the desire forsomekind of increase in erotic life, and
in particular for an intensification and broadeding of the sexual
imagination. 'Whenwe find this interest blooming inourselvesor
in someone close to us, perhaps uncharacterisrically and surpris-
ingly, rather than move quickly into judgmenr, we might ask
what ir is doing there. Could this sexual interest be serving some
purpose? Renaissance medical books described Venus as one of
the most moisr spheres of life; following this hint, we might in-
quire into our dryness. Could rhis appearance of erotic fascina-
tion be a response to dryness of thought and living? The porno-
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lrrrphic imagination doesn't have to be justified, but it might

crse our minds if we could find a context for it.

Our culture in general has difficulty with Eros and Venus, de-

rrre and sex. Our reactions as a society are often moralistic and re-

lrressive, an indication that we have yet to find ways to incorporate

r lrese powerful forces into our ordinary habits of life and thought.

As individuals we are affected by the culture's impasse in this

r rea, so that sometimes what may appear to be a personal problem

rrray in fact simply refect alarger struggle taking place in society.

ln order to deal with these things at the personal level, we may

lrirve to go against the prevailing sentiments of society, at least to

rome extent.

As long as we think of sex in a limited way, as a biological func-

r ron or even as only a rneans of communication or intimacy, we

will be mystified by its unexpected turns. It would be better to

rccognize from the beginning that sex is aprofound, far-reaching

.rspecr of the soul, bringing together body, emotion, and imagi-

rrirrion in an intense experience that can touch every branch of

lceling and meaning, yet one we rnay never fully understand. It is

by nature mysterious. For ourselves, when we are seized by a fas-

rination with pornography, we may have no choice but to follow

t hc compulsion, while observing it carefully. lUfhen it's our part-

ner who is so charmed, either we may have to tolerate the com-

pulsion, and help with conversations about its possible direction,

or we may be so repulsed that we may have to find ways toprotect

ourselves, at least temporarily. This kind of compulsion can be a

lxasr, as necessary as it may be in the life of the individual soul.

The Greek wordporne (literally "hadot") was used as an epithet

Ior the great goddess Aphrodite. This striking bit of linguistic

lristory suggests that pornography is not only normal, it must

have something valuable to give to the soul. tDTe might think

rrlxrut positive ways to cultivate an appreciation for erotic im-

{gery, and we might also recognize that our resistances to it could

lx either an important natural mitigation of the compulsion or a
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fearful defensiveness toward a piece of soulfulness that asks us to
become more complicated and flexible in our moral sensitivities.
In our difficulties with pornography, both of these dynamics may
play a role, and it may take considerable time for reflection and
self-examination to sort them out. In any case, the goal would be
a deeper appreciation of the erotic imagination, so that neither
compulsion nor defensiveness would be the characteristic qualiry
of our response.

Sex and Intimacy

f 
uTNKING ABour sex, we somerimes rake either the posi-

L tion that it is entirely physiological or the one that it is pri-
marily interpersonal. In either of these viewpoints, rhe soul of sex
can be overlooked. Its soul is to be found in the imagination
through which we experience sex, whether individually, inter-
personally, ot even societally. Each of us has a sexual history,
stories, persons who figure prominently for good or ill, places,
and events-some of them pulsing with emotion. \U7e may also
have strong sexual hopes and longings. \Dfe might regard all these
images poetically, as crearions of the soul aware that each may res-
onate on many levels. The memory of a pleasurable experience
may carcy longings about pleasure in life itself, or a painful mem-
ory may epitomize a more general disillusionment and hopeless-
ness about joy, pleasure, and intimacy. The image of oneself asa
lover, as beautiful or capable, may be wrapped up in these mem-
ories. Deeper still may lie fears of exposure, the old dynamics of
family relationships, or even the difficult task of simply living a
bodily existence.

The intimacy in sex, while always attached to the body, is never
only physical. Sex always evokes pieces of stories and fragments of
characters, and so the desire and willingness to be sexually rrans-
parent is truly an exposure of the soul. In sex we may discover who
we are in ways otherwise unavailable to us, and at rhe same time
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., .rllow our partner to see and know that individual. As we un-

r' r | ,trr bodies, we also disclose our persons.

Ir rnakes sense that such vulnerability requires inhibitions of

rll li rnds. Part of sexual intimacy is protection of the other's in-

lul'rr ion, for that reserve is as much an expression of soul as is the

rf,l'.rrcnt willingness to be exposed. It makes no difference

*lrcr her the inhibition seems neurotic or even psychotic: it must

lx' lronored if soulful intimacy is to be maintained. It is not "ab-

rr,1111i11" for a person to feel unusually reticent about physical and

I r| |( )[ ional exposure. Nor is it "abnormal" foraperson to enjoy the

,'rlrrbition of their sexuality. Exhibitionism and frigidity are

rr.rr cs of soul. In the context of a relatively puritanical society, all

r,,lrtrst sex may appear quite abnormal anyway.

Scxual intimacy begins with acknowledgment of and respect

tr rr rhe mystery and madness of the other's sexuality, for it is only

I n rnystery and madness that soul is revealed. I'm referring to pla-

r'rric madness, of course-the soul's natural expression that al-

nr()sr always appears deviant to normal society. At times we may

Ir,rvc to protect ourselves from another's sexual confusion and act-

rng out, but if we want an intimate relationship, we will have to

lrrrrl it in ourselves to create a place for the other's sexual fantasy.

f rr cxtreme instances we may decide that we can't tolerate a par-

r rt rrlar erotic world, or we may realize that some sexual thoughts

,rrc dangerous for us. In most cases, though, we may want to try

ro StretCh our imaginations and sensitivities, acknowledging

r lr:rt the soul shows itself in eachof us differently, and particularly

r n rhe precise directions of sexual fantasy.

To find sexual intimacy we may also have to acknowledge that

rt'x is often wounded. Our great stories often give us images of

'r'xual wounds-Odysseus's scarred thigh, the lanced thigh of

r lrc Fisher King of the Parsifal story, Lady Chatterley's impotent

lrrrsband, Emma Bovary's obsessions. Soul pours forth from our

*vounds in general; and the soul of sexuality in particular often en-

rt'rs through an opening made by sexual wounding. \We can learn

r8:
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to see that the places of our sexual puncrures and violations are
arezrs of potential intimacy between us and those we love, even
,though on the surface they may $eem to be precisely the areas of
mistrust. In this it is terribly importanr to resist the modern ren-
dency to champion health and wholeness. All of us have sexual
wounds. It does no good either to wallow in them or ro deny
thern, but it may be good for the soul of a relationship to give
them a place-protecting them, not trying to figure them out
and solve them, giving them the privacy they dernand, and yet
also inviting them into our mosr vulnerable conversations.

Current talk of sexual woundedness often turns to cause and ef-
fect. ve want to know why weexperience certain difficulties, and
we would like ro find someone ro blame for the problem, Another,
more soulful approach is to resist the temptation to stroll down
the road of causality, which never leads ro soul, and instead open
ourselves to the thoughts, feelings, rnemories, and longings that
are baked into sexualfearand regret. Sex then becomes a means of
soul-making, achannel to the erotic caverns of the hearr.

A few lines from a poem by Mary Mackey point to the differ-
ence between the soul's intimacy in so(-iniimacy defined as
"the most within," which happens to take the longest-and the
quicksilver spirit of a passing sexual encounrer:

love comes from years

of breathing

skin to skin

tangled in each orher's dreams

until each night

weaves another thread

in the same web

of blood and sleep

and I have only

passed through you quickly

like tight
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and you have only
surrounded me suddenly
like flame'o

This is not to say that there can be no soul in a casual, quick sex-

rurl meeting, but that one way sex weaves people into soul is

r lrrough the repetition, the mere sleeping and dreaming, and the

ycirrs of breathing skin to skin. These are part of sex, and they are

what give the soul its invisible threads of intimacy. Often, the

lx)ct says, we focus only on the light and the fame, wishing for the

cxccptional, overwhelming "experience," whereas the soul's need

krr sex may ask for a slender spider's web of connection and the

rready weaving together of hearts and skin.

Sex has long roots that reach deep into the body's quick and far

rnto the feelings of the heart. \fhile sex is therefore tender and

sensitive to invasion, it is also profoundly involved with the soul.

Sex is the seul's limpid mirror, its litmus, and its gesture. Sex

rnkes much of its emotional power from the vast amount of soul

rn its fantasies and in its touches. \D7e can exploit sex, rnanipulate

others with it, use it with fierce aggression, hide from it, misread

rr, and indulge excessively in it-these are merely means of

srruggling with its potential soulfulness. The soul of sex has the

lx)wer to evoke relationship, to sustain it, and to make it worth-

while. As with all things of soul, we are asked to stand out of the

way and be affected by its power to quicken life and to transform

tus from practical survivors into erotic poets of our own lives.
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